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This paper is devoted to extend some well-known facts on the genus of a surface and on the 
Heegaard genus of a 3-manifold to manifolds of arbitrary dimension. More precisely, we prove 
that the genus of non-orientable manifolds is always even and we compare the genus of a 
manifold with the rank of its fundamental group and with the genus of its boundary. 
1. Introduction 
Let M” be a compact connected n-dimensional PL-manifold with (possibly 
empty) boundary dM”. Let %(M”) denote its regular genus [9,11] (for the 
definition, see also the following section). 
The main goal of this paper is to prove the following facts: 
Proposition A. Zf M” is non-orientable and n 3 3, then %(M”) is an even positive 
integer. 
Setting 
and calling rk(M”) the minimum number of generators of the fundamental group 
of M”, we have: 
Proposition B. Zf n L 3 then: 
%(M”) 3 rk(M”). 
Finally setting q(dM”) = -1 if dM” = 0 and $&aMn) = ET=1 %(!(aiM”) if dM” has r 
boundary components &M” 1 c i I r, we will prove: 
Proposition C. 4i(M”) z s( LJM”). 
*Work performed under the auspices of the G.N.S.A.G.A. of the C.N.R. and within the Project 
“Geometria delle varieta differenziabili” of the M.P.I. 
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The proof of the above propositions will be presented in Section 4 as 
consequence of more general combinatorial results. 
Note that, for any surface M*, g(M2) is a topological invariant which is 
additive under connected sum; besides, as proved in [9, Thm. A], for any surface 
M2, %((M2) = g(M2) (where g denotes the classical genus of M2) and for any 
closed 3-manifold M3, $(M3) = X(M3) ( w ere h X(M3) denotes the Heegard 
genus of M3). Moreover, there are many reasons to think that the same thing 
happens also for 3-manifolds with non-empty boundary. Hence the present work 
gives a contribution to the program of extending to dimension it, using % (or 9 
the known properties of % and ZV. On the same line see also [6] and [7] where 
n-spheres and punctured n-spheres are characterized by their regular genus being 
zero. 
Proposition A is obviously not true for the genus of a surface; for a closed 
non-orientable 3-manifold it is a trivial consequence of the relation %(M3) = 
2 X(M3) [9, Thm. B], and for non-orientable 3-manifolds with boundary the 
result is proved in [ll, Cor. 161. For IZ > 3 it extends the well-known fact that no 
non-orientable surface of odd genus can be the Heegaard surface of any 
(non-orientable) 3-manifold. For closed 4-manifolds it is a consequence of 
[9, Prop. 61. 
Proposition B is again not true for surfaces, where it is substituted by the 
relation: 
2%(!(M2) - (# components of dM2) + la rk(M2), 
immediately following from the classification of surfaces. For closed 3-manifolds 
M3 it is a well-known property of the Heegaard genus, coming from the classical 
presentation of n1(M3), directly derivable from a Heegaard diagram [20,14]. 
Note that there exist 3-manifolds - actually Seifert fibered spaces - for which the 
inequality is strict [3,2,23]. 
It seems to be an interesting problem to find such examples in dimension 
greater than 3. 
Proposition B has been proved for any closed 4-manifold in [9] and for any 
closed orientable n-manifold in [l]. Proposition C is trivial in dimension two; in 
dimension three it was proved in [ll]. The same property for the Heegaard genus 
is a direct consequence of the definition itself of Heegaard splitting for a 
3-manifold with boundary [23,21]. Note that %((dM3) is always a (non-negative) 
integer, since the genus of the non-orientable part of dM3 must be even. 
2. Definitions and notations 
In this paper we shall work with manifolds (compact and connected unless 
otherwise stated) and maps in the PL-category, for which we refer to [12] or [19]. 
For graph theory, see [13,22]. 
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A (n + 1)-coloured graph is a pair (I’, y) where F = (V(T), E(r)) is a finite 
multigraph (multiple edges are allowed, but loops are forbidden) and y: E(T)+ 
%’ is an edge coloration of F(y(e) Z y(f) f or any two adjacent edges e and f), 
where %’ is a set, called the “colour set” of cardinality n + 1. Then, for the degree 
d(v) of any vertex v E V(r) we have d(v) 6 n + 1. A vertex v with d(v) <n + 1 
will be called a boundary vertex, otherwise an internal vertex. We shall often use 
the set A,, = {i E Z/O 6 i s n} as a colour set. 
Let B a subset of the colour set %‘. We set F, = (V(T), y-‘(B)) and B = A,\B. 
Each connected component of F, will be called a B-residue of lY (I’, y) is said to 
be regular with respect the colour c E % if F, has no boundary vertices, that is if FZ 
is a regular graph of degree n. @ii will denote the class of all (n + l)-coloured 
graphs, regular with respect to the colour c E V; when ‘G: = A,, we will simply 
denote by Gn+l the class G&‘!?i. 
Let (r, y) E C$il; its boundary (ar, dy) is defined in the following way: 
(i) V(X) is the set of boundary vertices of F 
(ii) two vertices U, v E V(ar) are joined by an edge e of E(3F) with 
“y(e) = b E A,_i iff they are connected in F by a path of Ftb,c,. Clearly, if 
(r, y) E (I_?$$,“!,, then (ar, 3~) is a regular n-coloured graph with colour set q\(c), 
that is ddr = 0. 
A n-dimensional labelled pseudocomplex K = K(T)‘, ([15, p. 491, [19, p. 271) 
can be associated with any (n + 1)-coloured graph F. For this construction we 
refer to [18,5, lo]. We say also that K(T) is represented by F. We recall that 
aK(T) is a quotient of K(G’r), that dK(T) = K(aT) if ]K(r)] is a manifold, and 
that IK(r)] is a manifold iff each connected component of r,, c E A,, represents a 
(n - 1)-sphere or a (n - 1)-ball. A graph (I’, y) E S$ii for at least a colour c E A,, 
is called a crystallization of a n-manifold M” with (possibly empty) boundary if: 
(i) ]K(T)I = M” 
(ii) the number of vertices of K(T) is the least possible for a pseudocomplex 
having the same space. (For crystallizations ee again [ 18,5,11,8]). 
The regular genus of a closed manifold is defined by means of a particular 2-cell 
embedding of a graph into a closed surface ([22,9] and references there in). In [ll] 
the regular genus for manifolds with boundary was introduced by constructing an 
“extension graph” r* of the graph r for which the following basic result holds 
([ll, Prop. 4, Cor. 51): 
Let r be a bipartite (resp. non-bipartite) connected (n + 1)-coioured graph, 
regular with respect to the colour k E % (i.e. belonging to GLk21). For each cyclic 
permutation E = (Eg, . . . , Ek- 1, Ek = k, ek+ 1, . . . ) E,) of the colour set %, there 
exists exactly one regular embedding i : lr*I +-FE where FE is the orientable (resp. 
non-orientable) surface with A, = ag_,hk+, holes and Euler characteristic 
XE = c B&G+, + (1 - n)E/2 + (2 - n)p/2. 
is&+1 
’ When no confusion should arise, we shall often omit the explicit indication of the coloration of an 
(n + 1)-coloured graph, for sake of conciseness. However, all the described constructions strongly 
depend on the coloration. 
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Moreover P cannot be regularly embedded into any other orientable (resp. 
non-orientable) surface. 
Here and in the following sections p =p(T), fi =fi(r), p =p(F) are respec- 
tively the numbers of vertices, internal vertices and boundary vertices of r; 
&, = &&r)(cr, /3 E U) and ‘gas = ‘g+(T) (a; p E Z\(k)) denote respectively 
the number of { CE, /3}-coloured cycles of r and the number of {(Y, /I} residues of 
dlY The genus pE(r) of FE is related to xE and A, by the obvious formula: 
1 - xEn - AEn 
P&V) = (2 _ .& - A, 
if e is orientable 
if FE is non-orientable. 
Furthermore, setting p(T) = min,{p,(r)} and A(r) = min,{A,(r)} we have the 
following: 
Definition [ll]. Let M” be a n-manifold with boundary. By the regular germs of 
M” we mean the integer 
%(M”) = min{p(r)/(r, y) is a crystallization of M”}. 
We also set 
P,(r) 
liE(‘) = ( oE(r)/2 
if r is bipartite 
if r is non-bipartite 
if r is a connected graph, and &(r) = CiC1 i&(p)) if r is disconnected with 
components P, . . . , r”), and consequently 
%M”) 
‘M”) = 1 %(M”)/2 
if M” is orientable 
if M n is non-orientable 
in the connected case, and qM”) = Cfzl g(M)) if My, . . . , M: are the com- 
ponents of M”. 
3. Constructions 
In this section we shall describe two different ways to modify edge-coloured 
graphs. The effects of these operations and their geometrical meanings will be 
applied to the proofs of the results stated in Section 1. 
(I) (Adding an edge). Let (r, y) E S?i:!,, with dT # 0. Let further u, v be any 
two boundary vertices of r Then a new graph r U {e} E G$il can be obtained 
simply by adding a new edge e coloured c between u and v. The numbers Qas(r) 
and B&u {e]) of {a, P]- co oured 1 cycles of r and r U {e} are related as 
follows: 
(Ia) ti,@(r u {e)) = Qns(r) + 1 
if (Y = c (or /I = c) and u, v belong to the same { cu, @}-residue; 
(Ib) Q&r U {e}) = i&(T) otherwise. 
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Now we describe the second operation: 
(II) (Fusing two vertices.) Let (A, A) be a n-coloured regular graph with 
colour set 9 and let u, v E V(A). Following [17] we denote by A fus(u, v) the 
regular n-coloured graph obtained as follows: V(Afus(u, u)) = V(A)\{u, v}; 
,??(A fus(u, v)) is obtained from E(A) by deleting all the edges of A coming out of 
u or v and by adding a new edge coloured i between two vertices x and y in 
V(A fus(u, v)) if and only if x (resp. y) was joined in A to u (resp. v) by an edge 
coloured i. 
Let ;, s E 9. If u and v lie in two different {r, s}-residues, then they will be said 
to be {r, s}-separated. If they belong to the same {r, s}-residue E, then they split 
2 into two paths which are either both odd or both even (since B must be an even 
cycle); in the first (resp. second) case we will say that u and v are properly (resp. 
improperly) {r, s}-adjacent. We can now describe the effects of Operation II on 
the numbers grs(A) of {r, s}-residues of A (see Fig. 1): 
(IIa) If u and v are {r, s}-separated, then 
grs(A fus(u, u)) = grs(A) - 1. 
(IIb) If u and v are improperty {r, s}-adjacent, then 
g,JA fus(u, u)) = g,s(A). 
(11~) Let u and v be properly {r, s}-adjacent and let Er, & be the two odd 
paths joining them: 
(IIcJ if both c1 and & have length 1 (i.e. if u and v are the only vertices of E), 
then 
g,(A fus(u, u)) = grs(A) - 1. 
(11~) if C1 has length 1 and C2 has length >I, or conversely, then 
grs(A fus(u, u)) = grs(A). 
(IIc,) if both 5;r and C2 have length ~1, then 
g,(A fus(u, u)) = &s(A) + I. 
We can now give bounds for the number g(Afus(u, v)) of connected 
components of the graph A fus(u, v). Let 8 be a cyclic permutation of 9. Denote 
by uzj (resp. v8,) the vertex gj-adjacent to u (resp. v); rp(u, v) the number of 
edges incident with both u and v; Y&u, v) = { SSj E Z,, / u, v are properly {2Zj, 
Zj+,}-adjacent}; &(u, v) = #Y ( ST u, u); q&u, u) C-p. VQ,(U, v)) = number 
of distinguished vertices ZYj-adjacent o u (resp. v), which SYj E Y%(u, v) and 
ugj f u (resp. ug, f u); &+(u, v) = min{%,(u, u), r/k&u, u)]. Clearly 
0 G $%(U, v) C ?+%g(u, v) =S n, 
0 s cp(u, v) 6 12, and 
qg(u, v) = Q~(u, v) if either qg(u, v) = 0 or u and v are the only vertices of a 
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connected component of the graph, 
q%(u, V) 2 q(u, V) + 1 otherwise. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a n-coloured graph and let u, v E V(A); let further 8 
be a cyclic permutation of 9. Then g(A) - 1 s g(Afus(u, v)) G max{g(A) + 
$a(u, v) - V(U, v) - 1, s(A)). 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we can suppose 9 = A,_, and 8 = (0, 1, . . . , n - 1). If u, v lie 
on different components of A or if they are the only vertices of a component of 
A, clearly 
g(A fus(u, v)) = g(A) - 1. 
Then we can suppose A connected and {u, v} s V(A). 
Let x, y E V(A) and let 5 be a path joining them; we can suppose that v does 
not belong to 5, because, A being regular, the graph obtained by removing v and 
its incident edges from A remains connected. 
If u does not belong to 5, c is still in Afus(u, v). Let now u be in 
5 = <1uJuuK[2. If k is not consecutive to j, we can extend the path to the 
vertices uj+l, uj+Z, . . . , u&__2, U&-l and replace it by the path $ = 
5;1UjUUj+,UUj+zU ’ ’ . UU&__1UU&~2; so we shall analyse only the change of the 
elementary paths 5 = c1UjUUj+ll;2 in the passage from A to Afus(u, v) and 
consider the general case as a finite composition of them. 
If qg(u, v) = 0 then Afus(u, v) is still connected. For, if I; = <1UjUUj+lc2 and u, 
v are in the cases (IIa) or (IIb) with respect to the colours j and j + 1, then the 
path CofA is replaced by a path 5 in A fus(u, v), in the following ways: 
(IIa) 5 = 51UjVjA1A2 * * * Arvj+l~j+l~2 (Fig. 2a), where the Ai’s, i = 1, . . . , r, 
are the vertices between 2/j and Vj+l in the {j, j + 1}-cycle of A; 
(IIb) f = ~1~jvjA1A2 - - . ArUj+lPz (Fig. 2b), where the Ai’S, i = 1, . . . , r, are 
the vertices between Vj and uj+l in the {j, j + 1}-cycle of A. 
We suppose now I#%(u, v) > 0 and VP,, c I+!Q~ (if q8,, > lcfg,, the proof is the 
same replacing u by v and taking the path containing v and not u). Let 
VI, . . . , l&} E Yg(u, v), ks Ws(u, v) - 1 be such that uI, =+. . =ulk= v. We 
claim that each vertex x of Afus(u, v) is joined to at least one vertex Uj,, with 
jm E Yg(u, v) - (4, - - - , l&}. For let x be joined to u in A by a path 5; = clu,,u, 
not containing v. If Y E Y%(u, v) the claim is obviously true. We suppose then 
Y $ Yz(u, v) and we examine the extended path ce = [lu,uu,+lu - - - UU~_~UU~, 
where 7 is the first of j E Y8(u, v) after Y in the present permutation 8. Since in 
A u and v are in the cases (IIa) or (IIb) with respect the colours i and i + 1, for 
i=v, v+l,... ,T - 1, using the same argument than above, with y = ~7, We 
join x to u; in Afus(u, v). 
Since the number of distinguished Ujm, jm E Yg(u, v) - {I,, . . . ; I&}, is just 
w 8.U7 Afus(u, v) will have at most v&+. - k connected components. 0 
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Fig. 2a. 
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We observe that the bounds in the above lemma cannot be improved. In fact it 
is easy to construct examples for which g(Afus(u, v)) = g(A) + rj&,(u, v) - 
rp(u, t.J) - 1. 
Remark. Let r E G”+i and let u, v be two boundary vertices of r Let further 
rU {e} be the graph obtained by adding a new edge e with endpoints U, u to r 
(operation I). Then, as is easy to check, a(rU {e}) = (ar)fus(u, v). See Fig. 3 
for an example. 
r r fus(u,v) 
j+l V 
1 
r=r,uju "j+, P 2 -> P = Fjuj 'jA i”A “j+l F2 
r 
Fig. 2b. 
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4. Some results about the regular genus of graphs 
In the present section, we deal with graphs of type r,, where (r, y) E G,,+l (with 
colour set A,) and 8 is a cyclic permutation of A,. In this case the colour set 
of Q, is % = A,\%‘i and we have the natural induced permutation 8’ = 
(%P . . . Y %i-l, %i+lt . . * 9 %I,)* 
Lemma 4.1. Let (r, y) E G,,,. For every cyclic permutation $ of A,, and for every 
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colour pi E A, we have 
iisG2,) s i%m. 
Proof. First, we suppose (Z, y) without boundary and Zgi a connected graph. We 
observe that the cone %(T8) over Zgi is a (n + 1)-coloured graph with boundary 
and that 
(i) k(Vg)) = k(r*J 
(ii) MVeJ) = s8i_,~i+,. 
(We recall that (see [6]) given a n-coloured graph without boundary (A, 0), the 
colte over (A, 6) is the (n + 1)-coloured graph with boundary (%(A), “f3) E Gn+i, 
where %‘(A) = A and cO:E(%(A))-+ A,, operates as O:E(A)+ A,_,.) Let 
el, . . . , e, be edges of Z coloured &, arbitrarily ordered, and let uh, v,, be the 
endpoints of eh, 1 G h < t. Let us define the graphs: 
PO’ = V(T&), P = Z(O) U {el} 7 . . . ? r(h) = r(h-l) U {eh} 
for 1 <h s t. Clearly fi’) = ZY We will prove that &@(h-*)) < &(T(h)) by directly 
calculating the genus of the graph fib’ from the one of Z(h-l). Note that any 
graph Z’@) is obtained from the preceding one by the application of the operation 
Z described in Section 3, and that arch) = (dT@-l))fus(Uh, vh). 
By the results of the previous section we can compute the change of the 
numbers &,,%+,, i E H,, in the passage from fi(h-l) to Z@’ (operation I) and 
correspondently of the numbers ag8,_,gz+, in the passage from dT@-‘) to arch) 
(operation II). Observing also that, for 1 G h s t, 
(1 - n)JY(r9/2 + (2 - n)p(r@))/2 = (1 - n)Jqr(h-1))/2 + (2 - n)jq-(*--19/2 - 1, 
we can compute the Euler characteristic x%(T(~)) and the number of holes 
A,(r’“)) of fib) from the corresponding x~(T(~-~)) and &(T(h-l)), of Z(h-l). 
So we can list the following results about the genus of I@), according to the 
cases analysed in Section 3 for operation II, considering the positions of u,, and v,, 
related to the { %i-1, %Yi+,,}-residues of aT’h-“. 
Case ZZa. u,, and v,, are { kYi_*, 8i+,}-separated in dfih-‘). In this case, u,, and 
v,, belong to different { gi_i, &}-residues and to different { ?%i> 8,+,}-residues of 
fi(h-l) (Case Ib). Thus 
&=(T(h)) = c Q,,+,(P’) + (1 - n)ZqZ+)/2 + (2 - n)~(P)/2 
ieG+1 
= jeF+, t?&,+,(Z-+“) + (1 - n)fi(Ph-‘9/2 + (2 - n)ZqZ-‘h-9/2 
” = xs(Z V-1)) _ 1 
A,(r’“‘) = A&-(-l)) - 1. 
p&+-l)) + 1 
if both Z(h-l) and Z@) are bipartite 
pp(P) = 2pa(P-‘9 + 2 
if Z(h-l) is bipartite and fib’ is non-bipartite 
p&-@-l)) + 2 
if ph-‘) and Zch) are both non-bipartite. 
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Case ZZb. uh and vh are improperly { 8i_I, SE,+,}-adjacent in afih-‘). Also in this 
case $, and vh belong to different {&i, gi}-residues and to different {pi, gi+i}- 
residues of fi’-‘) (Case Ib). Thus 
X&P’) = X&+l)) - 1 
n,(P) = jZyq(P--l)). 
Moreover, fib’ must be non-bipartite, as it contains at least one odd cycle, and 
we have: 
/%Wh9 = I 
2pup(T(h-1)) + 1 if fi’-‘) is bipartite and r(h) is non-bipartite 
p&-@-l)) + 1 if both Z-@-i) and fib) are non-bipartite. 
Case ZZc,. uh and vh are properly {%i-1, &+,)-adjacent in aflh-‘) and they are 
the only vertices of that cycle. 
In this case, uh and uh belong to the same { gi_,, &}-residue and to the same 
{ &, &+,)-residue of fihP1) (case Ia). Thus 
X&+)) = Xs(P--l)) + 1 
n,(P) = &(PQ) - 1. 
Hence: 
&Wh9 = 
2p8(fihP1)) if fib-‘) ’ b’ is ipartite and fib’ is non-bipartite 
p%(fih-‘)) otherwise. 
Case ZZc,?. uh and vh are adjacent vertices in a { 8i_l, $j+l}-residue of dfih-‘) 
and they are not the only vertices of the cycle. 
In this case, uh and vh belong to the same {‘8i_1, ‘&}-residue and to different 
{&, &+,)-residues of r (h-1) (i f they are endpoints of an edge coloured 8j_l in 
dT(h-‘)). Thus 
X8(P)) =X&-@-l)) 
n,(P)) = A&h-l)), 
and 
pg(r(h)) = I 2p8(r(h-1)) if fi’-‘) ’ b’ is ipartite and flh’ is non-bipartite pEp(r(h-l)) otherwise. 
Case ZZc3. uh and vh are properly { 8i_l, 8i+,}-adjacent in afih-‘) and they are 
not in the Cases ZZcl and ZZc2. 
In this case, uh and uh belong to different { %,.-,, S$}-residues and to different 
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{ gi, &+,)-residues of fi’-‘). Thus 
&(P’) =&-Q-l)) - 1 
&(I+‘) = &(T(+l)) + 1. 
2ps(fih-‘)) if fi’-‘) . b’ 
I%(~~9 = [ ps(r(h-l)) 
is ipartite and fib) is non-bipartite 
otherwise. 
In all cases jis(fih-‘)) s lj8(fih)). This proves that if l-2, is connected, then 
&(QJ = /?&(P) G &(r”‘) <. . * c ij#@)) = &(I-), 
as claimed. 
Suppose now that rgi has d connected components Z1, : . . , Ed. Set I’(O) = 
%(%I) u * * . U %(&) U {el} U. . - U {ed_l}, where {e,, . . . , e+i} is a minimal 
set of edges coloured ‘8i of I’, which makes r”’ a connected graph. Since the 
number of internal vertices of r”’ is jI(r”‘) = 2d - 2, 
n,(r’“‘) = &(I-&) - (d - 1) = 5 ck_,z,+,@) - (d - 1) 
j=l 
and 
x&-(“) = x,,(Q) - (d - 1) = ,$i XV(~) - (d - l), 
we have 
By this definition of r”) the proof follows as in the connected case. This 
completes the proof when dris empty. 
Let now (r, y) be a graph with boundary, belonging to G$,“;‘1. If i; is the graph 
obtained by closing all the {go, 8’*}-coloured cycles of r, then ar=0 and 
i&(f) = &(r) ([6, 03, Lemma B]); thus we can proceed as above. 0 
As a consequence of the construction in the proof of Lemma 4.1 
state the following: 
we can now 
Lemma 4.2. Let (r, y) E C&+r be a non-bipartire graph and let 8 = ($, . . . , 8” = 
n) be a cyclic permutation of A,,. Zf there are three colours %&_I, S$, 8,+1 
consecutive in 8, such that (a) each { %‘i--l, @Tip %,+,)-residue of r is bipartite; (b) 
each gi-residue of Tti either bipartite or non-bipartite with even genus; then 
p%(r) is an even integer. 
Proof. We use the same notation of Lemma 4.1. If p’-i) is non bipartite and 
pyp(rCh-i)) is even, then fib) is again non-bipartite and pz(fih)) is even (see the 
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cases of Lemma 4.1 and note that, by hypothesis (a) of the present lemma,. the 
Case (IIb) cannot happen). 
Now, if r(O) = %‘(r2) is bipartite, there will exist an h, 1~ h s 1, such that 
fi’-‘) is bipartite and r”’ is non-bipartite, since r is non-bipartite, but in this 
case (again see the cases of Lemma 4.1 and note that the Case (IIb) cannot 
happen) p&7@‘) is even. Cl 
Proof of Proposition A. It is actually an easy consequence of the previous 
Lemma 4.2. In fact if r is a crystallization of a manifold M”, then each Ts, 
representing S”-’ or D”-’ is bipartite. This implies that r satisfies both the 
previous conditions (a) and (b). 0 
Lemma4.3. LetT~G,+1andlet8=(%o ,..., %,, = n) be a cyclic permutation of 
A,. Let further B c A,, contain three colours 8i_1, %ip %i+l consecutive in 8. Then 
90 s !3B\(%} d CJs + k(r) - &@-@) + Q$ - 1. 
Proof. First suppose r a regular (n + 1)-coloured graph and Qi connected. Call 
RI,. . . , R, the connected components of r’_{%,); obviously m = gB,{%) 3 QB. 
Take the two sets of graphs: 
P = q-,.1, ~l~=~ooU{e~},...,~~h~=r(h-l~U{eh}, l<h<t, 
as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, and 
R’“‘=R,U.. .UR m, . . . , R(h)=R(h-l)U{eh}, lah<t. 
As is easy to see r”) = r and R(‘) = r, we will prove 
0s g(R (h--l)) _ g(R’h’) < jj#h’) _ jj&+-I’), 
h=l,... , t. For, we have immediately (“operation Z” on ph-‘)) 
i 
1 if the endpoints uh and vh, of eh, 
g(R (h--l)) _ g(R’h’) = belong to different components of R@-‘) 
0 otherwise, 
and by Lemma 4.1 
#Gyp(P)) - /&#-@-“) 3 0. 
(*) 
So we need to test the inequality (*) only when g(R@-‘)) - g(R@‘) = 1 and in this 
case we have, as showed for the genus of graph in the proof of Lemma 4.1, Case 
(IIa), that 2jg(fih)) - &(p’-‘)) = 1 for fi” and fib-‘) of every type. Summing 
side by side the inequalities (*) for every h, h = 1, . . . , t, we have the statement. 
Suppose now Qi is non-connected with d = g$ connected components, 
Z,, . . . , $. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we take the connected graphs 
fl”) = U(E-,) U - - - U %(Ed) W {el} U - - . U {ed_l} 
and 
R(O)=R,U. ~~UR,U{el}~~~U{ed-l}; 
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We have again 
g(R@‘) - g(Ts) s i&(r) - &(T’O’) 
and so being 0%(r’“‘) = i%&rsi) and g(R”‘) = g(&_tE,l) - gg, + 1, we have the 
assertion. 
If (r, y) is a graph E G$?l with boundary, the proof of the lemma follows using 
the graph f as in Lemma 4.1. 0 
Corollary 4.4. If a and /3 are colours non consecutive in 8, then 
Proof of Theorem B. Let r be a crystallization of an n-dimensional manifold M”, 
and let a; /3 be any two colours of A,. As proved in [4,§3], there is a 
presentation of q(Mn), generalizing the classical one known for a Heegaard 
diagram in dimension 3, [20,23], whose generators are the (A,, - {a, P})-residues 
of r, but some of them which correspond to a maximal tree in the l-dimensional 
subcomplex of the represented pseudo-complex generated by the vertices 
coloured (Y or /3. Hence, for any (Y, /3 E A, 
rk(M”) s g(&_ t&B)) - (s(G) + s(Q) - 1) 
and by Corollary 4.4 
g(G.-@Jr}) - (s(Ta) + s(Q) - 1) s D%(r)- 
This concludes the proof of Theorem B. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let r E Gn+l. For every cyclic permutation 8 = (go, . . . , c&n-1, it?,, =
n) of 4 
i%(r) 2 ii5Y(~n 
where 8’ = (go, . . . , %,,--l). 
Proof. We construct, as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, the graphs fib’, h = 
0 t where ,**., , 
Z(G) if rfi is a connected graph 
%(E-,) u . . * U %(Ed) U {fi} U * - 1 U {fi} if rfi has d connected compo- 
nents E1, . . . , Ea, ((fi, . . . , fd) 
is a minimal set of edges 
coloured n which make r”) 
a connected graph). 
r”’ = r”’ U {el}, . . . , I’@) = r(*-‘) U {eh}, where ei, . . . , e, are edges coloured 
n, arbitrarily ordered, so that r = fir). Let us call uh, v,, the endpoints of e,,, so 
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that arch) = dfih-‘)fus(Uh, vh). It is obvious that ij,(r’“‘) = &(ar’“‘). We claim 
that if ijz(r(h-l)) > &(dr(“-‘)), then &(r(“)) 2 &.(ar(“‘) for h = 1, . . . , t. In 
order to prove that, let us compare the Euler characteristic x,.(ar’“‘) with 
x~,(~T@-‘)), according to the cases listed in Section 3 (operation II), the number 
of connected components g(dT’“‘) with t~(dT’~-“) using the bound of Lemma 
3.1, and finally &(fi”) with Ejs(fihP1)) recalling the results presented in the 
proof of Lemma 4.1. It is useful to fix the following notations: 
r&8(~h> h > v ) $%(uh, vh), Q)(uh, vh) aS in Section 3 (where nOW A= dfihel)), 
rjg.(uh, vh) = # of {gkk, 8k+l}-residues of dT (h-1) for which &, and vh are 
improperly adjacent, 
AZ, = A&Z.&, vh) = # Of { %kk, i&+1}- residues of dfih-‘) for which uh and vh are 
as in (IIc,), 
Bw, = Bg.(uh, vh) = # Of { ‘&, ‘ZY~+,}-residues Of dTchpl) for which &, and vh are 
as in (TIC,), 
Cg, = C8(uh, vh) = # of { ‘&, SZk+,}-residues of dfih-‘) for which uh and vh are 
as in (IIc,). 
It is easily seen that C%, = $.J~, - 29~ + AZ, and Bgs = 2q7 - 2AwS. Since 
X&T(~)) = x&T’~-“) + (-n +2&r + Bg, + qg, - (2 - n)) 
= x%,( X’(h-‘)) + (2&r + Bg, + rj8, - 2), 
substituting, we have 
x8*( X’h’) = X%‘( X’h-1’) + 2( $08. - Q, - 1) + T,rs,. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.1 
&.(aP”)) = g(ar’“)) - ~,(aP))/2 G max{ g(ar’“-‘)), g(ar’“-‘)) 
+ &, - ($7 - l} - &+JT(h-‘9/2 - (l+9%, - qJ - 1) - q5J2 
6 max{ g(ar’“-“), g(aP”-‘I) + r+!~~, - Q, - l} - ~~(dT(~-‘))/2 
- (V%’ - Q, - 1) - T&/2, 
and in ptrticular, observing that in the case r+!+ = Q, = it we have g(dT@)) = 
g(afih-‘)) - 1, we have 
&@rch’) < /5&P-i)) if $J%, > 0 
&(ar’“‘) S &(13T(~-i)) + 1 if r/~%, = cp = 0. 
But we know from Lemma 4.1 that p8(fih)) 2 oe(r’h-“); hence the only case to 
check is when i@‘) increases, precisely when &(ar’“‘) = &..(dT(h-l)) + 1, but 
this case can occur only if qz, = Q, = 0 and g(ar’“‘) = g(dTch-“), and in this case 
it is easy to check that (see Lemma 4.1) 
&(P)) = &(P-l)) - 1 
n&-q = 3C&+-1)) - 1. 
And then &(fih’) = &(fih-‘)) + 1 Cl 
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Proof of Proposition C. Actually it is an easy consequence of the above Lemma 
4.5. cl 
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